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Genomic sequencing 2010-present



A tale of two innovations

• #1: Advances in genetic variant interpretation – a primer
• Ethical issues + relevant guidelines

• #2: Discoveries from “unbiased” genomic sequencing research – early 
findings

• Ethical issues
• An illustrative case

• Implications for policy and oversight of the return of research results



*1 – Standards for variant quality control and 
interpretation

Next Gen Sequencing =
• Base calling
• Read alignment
• Variant calling
• Variant annotation
• Variant interpretation



“…because the depth of coverage for an exome is 
not uniform, the analytical sensitivity for exome 
sequencing may be lower than the sensitivity for 

most targeted gene panels, given that a 
substantial number of exons in known disease-

associated genes may lack sufficient coverage…” 

2013



“…the ACMG strongly recommends that clinical
molecular genetic testing should be performed
in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement
Amendments–approved laboratory, with results
interpreted by a board-certified clinical
molecular geneticist or molecular genetic
pathologist or the equivalent”

2015



ACMG/AMP/CAP variant interpretation guidelines 
(2015)

90% certain association with disease

99% certain association with disease

90% certain benign

99% certain benign

Everything else!

Richards et al. 2015, Genetics in Medicine



Types of data used
• Population data
• Segregation data 
• Allelic data (phase)
• Computational data/predicted impact on 

protein
• ”Other”

• Specificity of gene-phenotype association
• Extent of known benign variation in gene
• Etc…

Strande et al. 2018, Genetics in Medicine



Since 2015



Since 2015



Since 2016

Credit: Daniel MacArthur and lab@Broad Institute



What does all this mean?

• Reanalysis of exome data after short intervals significantly increases 
diagnostic yield 

• Estimates range from ~11% to ~200% increased diagnostic yield at 
reanalysis intervals as short as 12 months to six years

• Diagnostic gains vary by phenotype and our knowledge of 
phenotypes

Liu et al. NEJM 2019; Machini et al. AJHG 2019; Baker et al. J Mol Diag 2019; Ewans et al. GIM 2018; Wright et al. 2018….etc.



What does this have to do with ethics?

• It took a lot of work to convince research institutions that return of (high-
impact, health-related) results is the ethical thing to do (and good for 
science)

• But what if we are returning incorrect information without realizing it? 

• (Most) researchers are not clinicians

• Researchers (still) have duties to minimize harms and maximize the 
production of knowledge



Present day challenge

Bombard et al., AJHG, 2019



ASHG recontact guideline in a nutshell

• Recontact is difficult and resource-intensive.   It is a responsibility, not a duty.  

• No responsibility exists after project funding has ended.

• The responsibility to recontact is stronger if there is compelling evidence for 
medical benefit (or harm) of NOT re-contacting.

• The degree of relationship with a study participant is key to determining the 
strength of a responsibility.

• Whatever you do, leave a paper trail.  Documentation/communication about the 
limitations of research results is key.

Bombard et al. AJHG, 2019



A new riff on a familiar theme…

Courtesy Howard Levy + Yvonne Bombard



Learning as we go

Klein et al. AJHG, 2019



*2 – Unbiased genomic ascertainment



Flipping the script on incidental findings 2013

“In the clinical arena, we should 
return those variants to patients 

when they meet reasonable 
standards for proof of causality 

and can significantly improve the 
medical care of our patients.”

“In the research arena, we should study 
incidental variants to learn what they can tell 
us about the full spectrum of genotypes and 
phenotypes. Because this research improves 

our knowledge of incidental variants, they 
can be moved onto, or perhaps in some 

cases off of, the lists of genes and variants 
known to be medically useful”



“Our results show that structured clinical ontologies can be used 
to determine the degree of overlap between two Mendelian 
diseases in the same patient.  Distinct disease phenotypes 

affect different organ systems, whereas overlapping disease 
phenotypes are more likely to be caused by two genes encoding 

proteins that interact within the same pathway.”

2017



Biased ascertainment is the rule, not the exception in 
genomics…

2019

“…cautiously implemented, cascade clinical (phenotype) screening of 
putatively at-risk family members may be considered even if the clinical 

phenotype screening was negative in the individual (in whom a 
secondary finding was identified)….this statement recognizes the 

possibility that the proband may be younger than the usual age of onset 
of the cardiovascular phenotype”



Reduced penetrance and variable expressivity

• Reduced penetrance
• % of pathogenic variant carriers who develop a condition (penetrance is rarely 

100%)

• Variable expressivity
• Variable features identified in people who carry the same pathogenic 

variant(s) (most disorders have variable expressivity)

• Both are evidence that we don’t understand genetics as well as we 
would like to



Case #1– 3yo w/fungal meningitis w/hx of TB 
+ atypical infections

3yo



An unexpected result



Upon re-examination

• Nerve conduction studies showed velocities < 30 m/s, consistent with 
an early diagnosis of CMT1A

• Referrals were made to physiatry, physical therapy and occupational 
therapists

• Neurotoxic antibacterial medications (eg. isoniazid, nitrofurantoin, 
metroidnazole) are contraindicated



Case #2 – 8 yo boy w/APECED (APS1)



• Novel variant, not reported before.   

• Mother also carries it; family history not informative

• Family lives in rural, low income area far from nearest medical center



NIH Clinical Center - Overlapping Worlds

28

Research Clinical Care



Bottom line
• Responsible return of results requires interdisciplinary collaboration and 

institutional investment  

• Policy development is crucial

• Scientific, medical, ethical and legal experts must learn to work together in 
order to get the difficult cases right



Thank you!
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